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“But he also pretended to be too much, especially his subordinates, who still
said rudely to Instructor Zhao, just like that arrogant look, really want to
beat him!”
“Isn’t he a master of the fourth stage of the Innate Realm? What kind of
drag? In front of our instructor Lin, it is scum.”
“That is, the chief instructor is a well-known Innate Realm Dzogchen, and
you can slap that guy to death… By the way, did the chief instructor come
to participate in today’s banquet?”
“I don’t know, we have been standing here for so long, and we haven’t seen
the chief instructor. Is it possible that the chief instructor is really not here?”
“Ah? No, I’m still looking forward to it. The chief instructor will arrive and
slap those Yandu people in the face!”
A long distance away, Lin Ziming heard the complaints of these soldiers. He
frowned slightly. The person in charge from Yandu was so arrogant that
even Chief Peng didn’t take it seriously?
“What are you muttering here?” Lin Ziming walked over and asked lightly.
The soldiers saw Lin Ziming for a moment, and then they saluted straightly,
shouting in unison: “Chief instructor!”
Lin Ziming nodded, and then said: “You said just now that the people from
Yandu are very arrogant, what’s the matter?”
The soldiers immediately became excited, and talked about what happened
just now. After Lin Ziming heard it, he knew what was going on. It turned
out that Chief Peng and Zhao Xia and the others went to meet Yandu today.
The group of people in charge who came, but the other party was dragged to
death one by one, they were very high-ranking to Director Peng, and one of
them directly mocked Zhao Xia.
Their posture makes people feel uncomfortable.
“Chief instructor, they are here because they are Yandu, they are very
arrogant, and they look down on the three places of Xuanyuan. You didn’t
see their faces just now, which is terrible! That is to say, I don’t have the
ability, otherwise, I will definitely go up and attack them.”
“Don’t be afraid, now there is the chief instructor, and you will be able to
stun them later. I see them, the most powerful is only the fourth stage of the
innate realm, which is far behind the chief instructor.”
They obviously pin their hopes on Lin Ziming. Seeing how excited they are,
Lin Ziming is also interested. He waved his hand and said, “Okay, needless
to say, I will go up now and see if they are What is sacred.”
“Come on, Chief Instructor!”
“The chief instructor is invincible, kill them with majesty and prestige, let
them see, our three trump cards in Xuanyuan!”
Lin Ziming shook his head helplessly when he heard what they said, then
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went up.
As soon as he walked into the banquet hall, Lin Ziming heard a movement
from inside, “Director Peng, are all the three most powerful instructors in
Xuanyuan here? I think that’s just the case! This time the Kung Fu Cup is in
our country. It’s still held in Province G… I don’t understand why the above
assigns such an important task to the third place of Xuanyuan, but I’m here
to say it, if this time the Kung Fu Cup is messed up. No, you have lost the
face of Huaguo, you are afraid that you can’t bear this responsibility!”
This sentence was very sharp, aggressive, and didn’t give any face. Even if
Lin Ziming listened to it, he would feel very uncomfortable, let alone Peng
Zhuo himself.
Then, Peng Zhuo’s voice came: “General Qin, if you have opinions about us
and feel that we are not capable of taking charge of this Kung Fu Cup, you
can give them a report. You don’t have to be here to show us your face!
Your General Qin is highly respected, but our three places in Xuanyuan are
not vegetarian either!”
At the same time, there was dissatisfaction from the other three high-level
officials in Xuanyuan, and they began to return.
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